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Abstract. This paper investigates the properties of argumentation-based dialogues
between agents. It takes a previously defined system by whichagents can trade
arguments, and examines how different classes of protocolsfor this kind of inter-
action can have profoundly different outcomes. Studying such classes of protocol,
rather than individual protocols as has been done previously, allows us to start to
develop ameta-theoryof this class of interactions.

1 Introduction

Research into the theoretical properties of protocols for multi-agent interaction can be
crudely divided into two camps. The first camp is broadly characterised by the applica-
tion of game and economic theory to understanding the properties of multi-agent pro-
tocols; this camp includes, for example, research on auction protocols and algorithmic
mechanism design. The second camp may be broadly characterised by an understanding
of agents as practical reasoning systems, which interact inorder to to resolve differences
of opinion and conflicts of interest; to work together to resolve dilemmas or find proofs;
or simply to inform each other of pertinent facts. As work in the former camp has been
informed by game and economic theory, so work in this latter camp has been informed
in particular by research in the area ofargumentationanddialogue games. Examples of
argumentation-based approaches to multi-agent dialoguesinclude the work of Dignum
et al. [4], Kraus [12], Reed [19], Schroederet al. [20] and Sycara [21].

The work of Walton and Krabbe has been particularly influential in argumentation-
based dialogue research [22]. They developed a typology forinter-personal dialogue
which identifies six primary types of dialogues and three mixed types. The categoriza-
tion is based upon: what information the participants each have at the commencement
of the dialogue (with regard to the topic of discussion); what goals the individual partic-
ipants have; and what goals are shared by the participants, goals we may view as those
of the dialogue itself. Thisdialogue gameview of dialogues overlaps with work on con-
versation policies (see, for example, [3, 6]), but differs in considering the entire dialogue
rather than dialogue segments. As defined by Walton and Krabbe, the three types of di-
alogue we have considered in our previous work are:Information-Seeking Dialogues



(where one participant seeks the answer to some question(s)from another participant,
who is believed by the first to know the answer(s));Inquiry Dialogues(where the partic-
ipants collaborate to answer some question or questions whose answers are not known
to any one participant); andPersuasion Dialogues(where one party seeks to persuade
another party to adopt a belief or point-of-view he or she does not currently hold).
Persuasion dialogues begin with one party supporting a particular statement which the
other party to the dialogue does not, and the first seeks to convince the second to adopt
the proposition. The second party may not share this objective.

Our previous work investigated capturing these types of dialogue using a formal
model of argumentation [2], and the basic properties and complexity of such dialogues
[15]. Most recently, we have looked at how the outcomes of these dialogues can depend
upon the order in which agents make utterances [16]. Here we extend this investigation,
by moving from the study of particular protocols to the studyof classes of protocols,
and the properties of those classes. These results, then, are (very preliminary) results
about themeta-theoryof argumentation-based dialogues. The advantage of this change
in perspective is that our results are robust—they hold for awider range of possible
dialogues—and more wide-reaching that we have been able to obtain hitherto, permit-
ting a more complete analysis of argumentation-based dialogues. Note that, despite the
fact that the types of dialogue we are considering are drawn from the analysis of human
dialogues, we are only concerned here with dialogues between artificial agents. Unlike
Grosz and Sidner [10] for example, we choose to focus in this way in order to simplify
our task—dealing with artificial languages avoids much of the complexity of natural
language dialogues.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly introduce the formal system of argumentation that underpins
our approach [1], a system that extends Dung [5] with preferences. We start with a
(possibly inconsistent) knowledge baseΣ with no deductive closure. We assumeΣ

contains formulas of a propositional languageL, that⊢ stands is the classical inference
relation, and≡ stands for logical equivalence. An argument is a proposition and the set
of formulae from which it can be inferred:

Definition 1. An argumentis a pairA = (H, h) whereh is a formula ofL andH a subset
of Σ such that:
1. H is consistent;
2. H ⊢ h; and
3. H is minimal, so no proper subset ofH satisfying both (1) and (2) exists.

H is called thesupportof A, written H = Support(A) andh is theconclusionof A,
writtenh = Conclusion(A).

We thus talk ofh beingsupportedby the argument(H, h)

In general, sinceΣ is inconsistent, arguments inA(Σ), the set of all arguments
which can be made fromΣ, will conflict, and we make this idea precise with the notion
of undercutting:



Definition 2. Let A1 andA2 be two arguments ofA(Σ). A1 undercuts A2 iff ∃h ∈
Support(A2) such thath ≡ ¬Conclusion(A1).

In other words, an argument is undercut iff there is another argument which has as its
conclusion the negation of an element of the support for the first argument.

To capture the fact that some facts are more strongly believed than others, we as-
sume that any set of facts has a preference order over it. We suppose that this ordering
derives from the fact that the knowledge baseΣ is stratified into non-overlapping sets
Σ1, . . . , Σn such that facts inΣi are all equally preferred, and are more preferred than
those inΣj wherej > i. The preference level of a nonempty subsetH of Σ, level(H),
is the number of the highest numbered layer which has a memberin H.

Definition 3. Let A1 andA2 be two arguments inA(Σ). A1 is preferredto A2 according
to Pref, Pref(A1, A2), iff level(Support(A1)) ≤ level(Support(A2)).

By ≫Pref, we denote the strict pre-order associated withPref. If A1 is preferred toA2,
we say thatA1 is strongerthanA2

1. We can now define the argumentation system we
will use:

Definition 4. An argumentation system(AS) is a triple〈A(Σ), Undercut, Pref〉 such
that:
• A(Σ) is a set of the arguments built fromΣ,
• Undercutis a binary relation representing the defeat relationship between arguments,
Undercut⊆ A(Σ) ×A(Σ), and
• Pref is a (partial or complete) preordering onA(Σ) ×A(Σ).

The preference order makes it possible to distinguish different types of relation between
arguments:

Definition 5. Let A1, A2 be two arguments ofA(Σ).
• If A2 undercutsA1 thenA1 defends itselfagainstA2 iff A1 ≫Pref A2. Otherwise,A1

does not defend itself.
• A set of argumentsS defends Aiff: ∀ B undercutsA andA does not defend itself
againstB then∃ C ∈ S such thatC undercutsB andB does not defend itself againstC.

We write CUndercut,Pref to denote the set of all non-undercut arguments and arguments
defending themselves against all their undercutting arguments. The setS of acceptable
arguments of the argumentation system〈A(Σ), Undercut, Pref〉 is the least fixpoint of
a functionF [1]:

S ⊆ A(Σ)

F(S) = {(H, h) ∈ A(Σ) | (H, h) is defended by S}

Definition 6. The set ofacceptablearguments for an argumentation system〈A(Σ),
Undercut, Pref〉 is:

S =
⋃

Fi≥0(∅)

= CUndercut,Pref ∪
[

⋃

Fi≥1(CUndercut,Pref)
]

1 We acknowledge that this model of preferences is rather restrictive and in the future intend to work to relax it.



An argument isacceptableif it is a member of the acceptable set, and a proposition is
acceptableif it is the conclusion of an acceptable argument.

Definition 7. If an agentA has an acceptable argument for a propositionp, then the
statusof p for that agent isaccepted, while if the agent does not have an acceptable
argument forp, the status ofp for that agent isnot accepted.

An acceptable argument is one which is, in some sense, provensince all the arguments
which might undermine it are themselves undermined.

3 Locutions and attitudes

As in our previous work, agents put forward propositions andaccept propositions put
forward by other agents based on their acceptability. The exact locutions and the way
that these locutions are exchanged define a formaldialogue gamewhich agents engage
in.

Dialogues are assumed to take place between two agents, for example calledP (for
“pro”) and C (“con”). Each agenti ∈ {P, C} has a knowledge base,Σi , containing
its beliefs. In addition, each agenti has a further knowledge baseCSi , visible to both
agents, containingcommitmentsmade in the dialogue. We assume an agent’scommit-
ment storeis a subset of its knowledge base. Note that the union of the commitment
stores can be viewed as the state of the dialogue at a given time. Since each agent has
access to their private knowledge base and both commitment stores, agenti can make
use of〈A(Σi ∪ CS(j)), Undercut, Pref〉 wherei, j ∈ {P, C} andi 6= j.

All the knowledge bases contain propositional formulas andare not (necessarily)
closed under deduction, and moreover all are stratified by degree of belief as discussed
above. Here we assume that these degrees of belief are staticand that both the players
agree on them (acknowledging that this is a limitation of this approach).

With this background, we can present a set of dialogue moves,based on those first
introduced in [15], and then modified in [14]. Each locution has a rule describing how to
update commitment stores after the move, and groups of moveshave conditions under
which the move can be made—these are given in terms of the agents’ assertion and
acceptance attitudes (defined below). For all moves, playerP addresses theith move of
the dialogue to playerC.

assert(p) wherep is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) ∪ {p} andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

Herep can be any propositional formula, as well as the special characterU , discussed
below. This makes a statement that the agent is prepared to back up with an argument.

assert(S) whereS is a set of formulas representing the support of an argument.

CSi(P) = CS(P)i−1 ∪ SandCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)



accept(p) p is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) ∪ {p} andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

This explicitly notes thatP agrees with something previously stated byC.

reject(p) p is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

This explicitly notes thatP disagrees with something previously stated byC.

challenge(p) wherep is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

A challenge is a means of making the other player explicitly state the argument sup-
porting a proposition that they have previously asserted2. In contrast, a question can be
used to query the other player about any proposition.

question(p) where p is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

questionis used to start an information-seeking dialogue. The last two locutions are
used to start particular types of dialogue [14]:

know(p) where p is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

know(p) is a statement akin to “do you know thatp is true”, which kicks off a persuasion
dialogue.

prove(p) where p is a propositional formula.

CSi(P) = CSi−1(P) andCSi(C) = CSi−1(C)

prove(p) is an invitation to start an inquiry dialogue to prove whether p is true or not.
This is the set of moves,MPK

DC from [14], an expansion of those in [15] that allows for
more elegant dialogues3.

The way in which these locutions are used will be determined by the protocol used
(examples of which are given below) and theattitudeswhich control the assertion and
acceptance of propositions. Following our previous investigation [15, 16], we deal with

2 In this system it is only possible to issue a challenge for a propositionp following anassert(p)
by the other agent.

3 The locutions inMPK
DC are similar to those discussed elsewhere, for example [7, 18], though

there is noretract locution



“thoughtful/skeptical” agents that can assert any proposition p for which they can con-
struct an acceptable argument, and will accept any proposition p for which they can
construct an acceptable argument. Whatever the protocol, no agent is allowed to repeat
exactly the same locution (down to the proposition or propositions that instantiate it)
without immediately terminating the dialogue.

We refer to the system described here asDG, irrespective of the protocol that con-
trols the exchange of locutions.

4 Types of dialogues

Previously [15], we defined three basic protocols for information seeking, inquiry and
persuasion dialogues. These were subsequently updated in [14], and despite their ap-
parent simplicity, have proved to be theoretically very rich.

4.1 Information-seeking

The following protocol, denotedIS, is unchanged from [15] and captures basic infor-
mation seeking:

1. A asksquestion(p).
2. Depending upon the contents of its knowledge-base and itsassertion attitude,B

replies with eitherassert(p), assert(¬p), or assert(U), whereU indicates that, for
whatever reason,B cannot give an answer.

3. A eitheraccepts B’s response, if its acceptance attitude allows, orchallenges. U
cannot bechallenged, and as soon as it is asserted, the dialogue terminates without
the question being resolved.

4. B replies to achallengewith anassert(S), whereS is the support of an argument
for the last proposition challenged byA.

5. Go to (3) for each proposition inS in turn.

When the dialogue terminates withA accepting the subject of the dialogue, the dialogue
is said to besuccessful.

Note thatA accepts whenever possible, only being able tochallengewhen unable
to accept.

4.2 Inquiry

The inquiry protocolI ′′ from [14] is:

1. B proffersprove(p), inviting A to join it in the search for a proof ofp.
2. A assertsq → p for someq orU .
3. B acceptsq → p if its acceptance attitude allows, orchallenges it.
4. A replies to achallengewith anassert(S), whereS is the support of an argument

for the last proposition challenged byB.
5. Go to (2) for each propositions∈ S in turn, replacingq → p by s.
6. B asserts q, or r → q for somer, orU .



7. If A(CS(A) ∪ CS(B)) includes an argument forp that is acceptable to both agents,
then firstA and thenB acceptit and the dialogue terminates successfully.

8. If at any point one of the propositions is not acceptable toan agent, it issues areject,
and the dialogue ends unsuccessfully.

9. Go to 6, reversing the roles ofA andB and substitutingr for q and somet for r.

This protocol has some core steps in common withIS dialogues, and we discuss these
below.

4.3 Persuasion

The persuasion protocolP ′ from [14] is:

1. A issues aknow(p), indicating it believes thatp is the case.
2. A asserts p.
3. B acceptsp if its acceptance attitude allows, elseB eitherasserts¬p if it is allowed

to, or elsechallengesp.
4. If B asserts¬p, then go to (2) with the roles of the agents reversed and¬p in place

of p.
5. If B haschallenged, then:

(a)A assertsS, the support forp;
(b) Go to (2) for eachs∈ S in turn.

6. If B does notchallenge, then it issues eitheraccept(p) or reject(p), depending upon
the status ofp for it.

Note that this kind of persuasion dialogue does not assume that agents necessarily start
from opposite positions, one believingp and one believing¬p. Instead one agent be-
lievesp and the other may believe¬p, but also may believe neitherp nor ¬p. This
is perfectly consistent with the notion of persuasion suggested by Walton and Krabbe
[22].

ProtocolsIS, I ′′, andP ′ define a range of possible sequences of locutions, and
we call these sequencesdialogues(the relationship between the two is exploreed more
in [14]). Here a protocol is a blueprint for many different dialogues, depending on the
beliefs of the agents who use the protocol. We will refer to any dialogue under theX
protocol as an “X dialogue”.

5 Classes of protocol

We have previously [15, 16] studied the properties of these three individual protocols.
Here we extend this work, investigating whether there are properties, especially prop-
erties related to the outomes of dialogues under these protocols, that are determined by
the structure of the dialogues.



A: question(p)
B: assert(p)

A: challenge(p)
B: assert

(
⋃

i{si}i=1...n

)

A: challenge(s1)
B: assert({s1})
A: accept(s1)
A: challenge(s2)
B: assert({s2})
A: accept(s2)

...
A: challenge(sn)
B: assert({sn})
A: accept(sn)

A: accept
(
⋃

i{si}i=1...n

)

A: accept(p)

Fig. 1. An example information-seeking dialogue

5.1 The general shape of dialogues

.
We start by considering the structure of anIS dialogue, the general form of which

will be as in Figure 1. The dialogue is written to emphasize that one way to think of it is
as a set of sub-dialogues. There is an outer dialogue of threelocutions, inside that there
is another 3 locution dialogue, which in turn has a sequence of three-locution dialogues
inside it. Looking at the other kinds of dialogue defined above reveals that they not only
do they have a similar structure [14], but that the sub-dialogues they contain have the
same structure. We can exploit this structure to obtain general results about dialogues
constructed in this way.

We can consider the repeated sub-dialogue in Figure 1 to be anatomic protocol4,
which, along with some additional ones identified in [14] (along with a set of rules for
combining them) are sufficient to construct the protocols given above. These are similar
in concept to conversation policies [8], being fragments from which a dialogue can be
created. The atomic protocol distilled from the repeated sub-dialogue in Figure 1 we
call A. This starts following anassert(X) and runs:

A: challenge(X)
B: assert(Y)
A: accept(X) or reject(X)

whereX andY are variables, andY is the support for whatever proposition instanti-
atesX. By analogy with theIS dialogue, we say that anA dialogue issuccessfulif it
concludes with anaccept.

4 In the sense that it cannot be broken down further and yield a recognisable protocol.



{s1, ..., sn}

p

{sn}{s1} ...

...

Fig. 2. An A dialogue.

Additional A dialogues may be nested inside the dialogue generated by this pro-
tocol, and typically we will have a series of such dialogues after theassert(just as in
Figure 1). This corresponds to the construction of aproof treefor X. Thus if theX is
instantiated withp andY with S = {s1, . . . sn}, then the proof tree unfolded by the
instance ofA above, and subsequentA dialogues about eachsi will build the proof tree
in Figure 2. This figure denotes that the set{s1, . . . , sn} is the set of grounds forp, and
that eachsi has a set of grounds{si}.

Definition 8. Thesubjectof a dialogue isp iff the first locution in the dialogue concerns
p.

Definition 9. Consider two dialoguesD andE. D is said to beembeddedin E if the
sequence of locutions that make upD is a subsequence of those that make upE.

Definition 10. Consider two dialoguesD andE. D is said to bedirectly embeddedin E
if D is embedded inE and there is no dialogueF such thatD is embedded inF andF is
embedded inD.

If D is embedded inE but is not directly embedded inE, then there are one or more
intermediatedialoguesF, such thatD is embedded inF andF is embedded inE. In
such a case everyF is said to bebetween DandE. In Figure 1, the dialogue:

A: challenge(s1)
B: assert({s1})
A: accept(s1)

is embedded in the dialogue:

A: question(p)
B: assert(p)

...
A: accept(p)

and directly embedded in theA dialogue:

A: challenge(p)
B: assert

(
⋃

i{si}i=1...n
)



...
A: accept

(
⋃

i{si}i=1...n

)

If both D andE are carried out underA then the only reasonable ways to embedD in
E is to haveD follow the assertin E, or to follow another dialogueF that is already
embedded inE.

Definition 11. Consider two dialoguesD andE, whereD is directly embedded inE. If
E has alevel of embeddingof n, thenD has a level of embedding ofn + 1. A dialogue
that is not embedded in another has a level of embedding of0.

We can then show:

Proposition 12. If E is anA dialogue with subject p and a level of embedding n, and
D is anA dialogue embedded in E such that all intermediate dialoguesbetween D and
E areA dialogues, then the maximum level of embedding of D is n+ 1.

Proof. The maximum level of embedding will occur when dialogues arenested as
deeply within one another as possible, so we proceed by constructing the deepest possi-
ble nesting. IfE has subjectp, then the second locution ofE will be the assertion of the
grounds forp. This will be some set of propositionsSwhich are a subset of the knowl-
edge base of the agent replying to the assertion (by definition). Each member of this
set can then be challenged by a new dialogueDi with subjectsi ∈ S. The only possible
response to such a challenge is to assert{si} (the agent that asserts this has nothing else
to backsi with), and eitherDi will end without anotherA dialogue being embedded in
it, or E will terminate because of repetition. Either way there willbe noA dialogues
embedded inDi . 2

In other words we can only have two levels of direct embeddingof A dialogues. With
this result, we are ready to start analysing combinations ofatomic protocols.

5.2 Simple dialogues

We will start by just considering combinations ofA dialogues. Since we can only have
two levels of direct embedding ofA dialogue, a dialogue underIS will never end up
building a proof tree deeper that in Figure 2. This is the reason we can obtain termination
results like those in [17]—the dialogue must terminate oncethe elements of the tree
have been enumerated.

What do the proof trees look like for other kinds of dialogue?Well, dialogues con-
ducted underI ′′ will consist of a sequence ofIS dialogues linked by their subject. If
the subject of thenth dialogue isr → q, then the subject of then + 1th is r or s → r.
The subject of the first dialogue isq → p, for someq, wherep is the subject of theI ′′

dialogue. This creates a structure like that in Figure 3. In an IS dialogue, the key thing
is the acceptance, or otherwise, of the subject of the dialogue and hence the subject
of the top-levelA dialogue. In anI ′′ dialogue, the focus is much more on whether it
is possible to prove something about the subject of the dialogue. In other words, for a
dialogue with subjectp, we are interested in whether∪i{ai} ⊢ p whereai is the subject



{s1, ..., sn}

{sn}{s1} ...

...

q −> p

...

...

r −> q

{s’1, ..., s’n}

{s’1} {s’n} ...

...

s −> r

...{s’’1, ..., s’’n}

{s’’1} {s’’n}

Fig. 3. An I′′ dialogue.

of the ith top-levelA dialogue. We refer to all logically distinct and non-tautological
propositions likep that can be inferred from things that have been the subject ofa suc-
cessfulA dialogue as beingagreed conclusionsof the dialogue. Obviously the subjects
of all successfulA dialogues are themselves agreed conclusions. The following result
justifies the name:

Proposition 13. Given a dialogue D between agents F and G, where D consists of one
or moreA dialogues, and where p is an agreed conclusion of D, then bothagents have
an acceptable argument for p.

Proof. The subject of eachA dialogue that has the status of agreed conclusion is ac-
ceptable to both agents by definition—any proposition that is not acceptable will have
beenrejected. Any agreed conclusionp is a logical consequence of these subjectsai ,
and therefore an agent can build an argument(∪i{ai}, p). Because theai are accept-
able, there are no acceptable undercutting arguments for the ai , and hence none for
(∪i{ai}, p). So both agents have an acceptable argument forp. 2

The idea of agreed conclusions allows us to talk about outcomes other than those con-
sidered in [16]. There, we focused onacceptance outcomes—those propositions which
one agentasserted and the other lateraccepted. Such acceptance outcomes include all
the propositions in Figure 2 and 3.

The relationship between acceptance outcomes and agreed conclusions is captured
by the following results.

Proposition 14. For any dialogue under a protocol which permits only oneA dialogue,
the set of agreed conclusions is exactly the set of acceptance outcomes.

Proof. The subjectp of the A dialogue can be an acceptance outcomes, and if so the
only acceptance outcome—since the grounds forp that are asserted are not accepted
if there is only oneA dialogue they can’t be accepted. If is an acceptance outcomes,
thenp is also an agreed conclusion, and ifp is not an acceptance outcome, there are no
agreed conclusions, so the result holds.2

Proposition 15. Given any dialogue between agents F and G that has twoA dialogues
D and E embedded in it, such that D is directly embedded in E, orso that D and E are
in sequence, then the set of acceptance outcomes is a subset of the agreed conclusions
of the dialogue.



Proof. ConsiderD andE in sequence and imagine both are successful. For both dia-
logues, Proposition 14 tells us that the acceptance outcomes are exactly the set of agreed
conclusions. Let’s call these acceptance outcomesp andq. Thenp∧ q, which need not
be an acceptance outcome, is an agreed conclusion and the result holds for this case.
Exactly the same argument holds if one ofD andE is embedded in the other. If either,
or both, ofD andE are not successful, then the the set of agreed conclusions isexactly
the set of acceptance outcomes for this dialogue,∅, and the result holds.2

So, if there is only oneA, then acceptance outcomes and agreed conclusions coincide;
but if a secondA is included in the dialogue, then the set of agreed conclusions expands
beyond the acceptance outcomes.

The reason that agreed conclusions and theA protocol are important ideas is that
they give us a route to producing meta-theoretic results about the kinds of dialogue
system we have been studying in [15, 16] that relate to dialogue structure. The above
results are results about general classes of protocol—those that do and do not allow
multipleA dialogues—rather than results about particular protocols. These are the kind
of first, tentative, steps towards a meta-theory that we makein this paper.

The previous results suggest that it makes sense to classifyprotocols by the number
of A dialogues that they permit. Since protocols that permit at most oneA dialogue
are not very interesting, we won’t consider these to be a separate class. Instead we will
classify protocols into those that do and do not permit sequences ofA at the lowest
level of embedding of such dialogues. (This is the only levelat which it makes sense
to discuss protocols which do not allow sequences—as soon asa set of grounds are
asserted, as they must be in aA protocol, it does not make sense to prevent an embedded
sequence ofAs testing the validity of the propositions in the grounds—sothere is no
point in considering restrictions onA dialogues at higher levels of embedding.)

Protocols likeI ′′ that allow sequences ofA dialogues at the top level we will callA-
sequenceprotocols and those likeIS that do not allow such sequences ofA dialogues
we will call A-singletonprotocols. Note that classifying a dialogue asA-singleton says
nothing about whether it has embeddedA dialogues. AnA-sequence dialogue will in
general generate more agreed conclusions than anA-singleton dialogue.

5.3 More complex dialogues

We are now ready to consider combinations ofA with other atomic protocols, and will
start by looking at theP ′ dialogue (since this neatly introduces another atomic proto-
col). There are two ways that aP ′ dialogue with subjectp can unfold. In one, which in
[14] we calledpersuasion1, the initial combination ofknow, assertis followed by a sin-
gle A dialogue. In the other, which in [14] we calledpersuasion2, know(p), assert(p)
is followed byknow(¬p), the assertion of¬p and then by aA dialogue with subject
¬p. Clearly, thenP ′ is anA-singleton protocol (though it can still have a set of agreed
conclusions which is a superset of its set of acceptance outcomes). Since the atomic
protocol:

A: know(x)
A: assert(x)
B: reject(x) or accept(x)



was calledK in [14], we will classify protocols likeP ′ which haveK andA protocols
embedded inK-protocols (but noK protocols embedded in theAs, and no sequences
of Ks) asK-embedded protocols. Such protocols are rather limited. Ifthe sequence of
embeddedK protocols concern the same propositionp, and so start withknow(p) then
know(¬p), and so on we will call this aK(p)-embedded dialogue. Clearly the rule about
repetition inDG implies that in practice there is no “and so on”:

Proposition 16. In DG, K(p)-embedded dialogues can be composed of at most twoK
dialogues.

Although this limiting result—which restrictsK(p)-embedded dialogues to basically be
identical toP ′—doesn’t hold for other kinds ofK-embedded dialogue, it isn’t clear that
such dialogues makes sense—they would involve aknow/assertpair about two uncon-
nected propositions (they might, however, be a basis for eristic dialogues—quarrels).

SinceP ′ summarises all the possibilities forK(p)-embedded dialogues, we have:

Proposition 17. A K(p)-embedded dialogue where the lowest level of embedding of
K is n has the same set of agreed outcomes as anA-singleton dialogue with a level
of embedding of n+ 1 and a subject of p, or anA-singleton dialogue with a level of
embedding of n+ 2 and a subject of¬p.

Proof. Follows immediately from the unfolding of a dialogue underP ′. 2

ThusP ′ and the whole class ofK(p)-embedded dialogues capture a much narrower
range of interactions thanA-sequence dialogues.

It is possible to extendP ′ to obtain a similar kind of dialogue that is in theA-
sequence class, but only in a limited way. Consider a dialogue that is a hybrid of
persuasion1 and persuasion2 (which isn’t possible underP ′, but would be under a
close relative of it) with subjectp in which the assertion ofp is followed by the same
A dialogue as inpersuasion1, but which doesn’t stop5 once the grounds forp have
been found acceptable by both agents. Instead, the agent to which the initialassert(p)
was addressed is now allowed toassert¬p, and there is anotherA dialogue about the
grounds for¬p. The result is the construction of the proof tree in Figure 4.At this point,
both agents judge the overall acceptability ofp and¬p (which will depend in the limit
on the strengths with which propositions are believed) and one will accept(p) or the
other will accept(¬p). This new persuasion dialogue will be called eP .

We will classify protocols like eP—protocols in which there are successiveK dia-
logues at a level of embedding of 1—we will relax this restriction later—asK-sequence
protocols. Such protocols are allowed to haveA protocols embedded in theK protocols,
just as inP , and maybe other protocols around theK-protocols.

It turns out that it is useful to distinguishK-sequence protocols in which successive
K dialogues start withknow(p) thenknow(¬p), and so on. We call such dialoguesK(p)-
sequence dialogues. Clearly the limitation on repetition inDG again means that:

Proposition 18. In DG, K(p)-sequence dialogues can have at most twoK dialogues at
a level of embedding of 1.

5 What we are describing here is the fullest extent of a dialogue under such a protocol—what
[14] calls theextensive form. Clearly, a dialogue under this protocol might stop at this point.
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Fig. 4.An extendedP dialogue.

We this notation, we can study the outcomes of dialogues likeeP . K(p)-sequence dia-
logues are rather different toP ′ dialogues. Apersuasion1 dialogue betweenF andG in
whichF utters the first locution will result inG either accepting or not acceptingp, but
there will be no change inF’s beliefs aboutp. Similarly, apersuasion2 dialogue will
either result inF accepting¬p or not accepting¬p, but there will be no change inG’s
beliefs about¬p. In an eP dialogue, either of the agents may change the status ofp,
but we can’t tell which from the form of the dialogue. Indeed we won’t be able to say
anything about the outcome of the dialogue until the end. However, we do know that
both agents cannot change their minds in this way:

Proposition 19. In DG, an K(p)-sequence dialogue between agents F and G under a
protocol in which the only dialogues at a level of embedding of 1 areK dialogues cannot
result in one agent changing the status of p and the other changing the status of¬p.

Proof. For both agents to persuade the other to change the status ofp we need the
following scenario, or some symmetric variant, to take place. Before the dialogue,p
is acceptable toF and¬p is acceptable toG. F starts aK dialogue with subjectp and
hasp as an acceptance result.G has then changed status.G now has to getF to change
the status ofp. Consider the course of the dialogue unfolding in the best way to allow
both agents to change the status ofp. F assertsp, and may need to support this, andG
accepts. The only remaining sub-dialogue requires thatG assert¬p at this point, which
it cannot do thanks toF’s argument. The only timeG can succeed in its persuasion is
whenF fails to makeG change the status ofp. 2

This result hinges on the fact that bothK dialogues are about the same proposition, and
a G that has been persuaded thatp is the case cannot then turn around and persuadeF
that¬p is the case. More generalK-sequence dialogues, in which sucessive persuasions
are about different propositions, can result in both agentschanging the status of the
subjects of successive dialogues.

We can extend the kinds of dialogue we can assemble with theK dialogue, by al-
lowing K dialogues to be embedded inA dialogues. Denoting protocols that allowK
dialogues withinA dialogues as well asA dialogues withinK dialogue asAK-embedded
protocols, it is no surprise to find that:

Proposition 20. EveryK-sequence protocol is anAK-embedded protocol. SomeAK-
embedded protocols are notK-sequence protocols.
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Fig. 5. An AK-embedded dialogue.

Proof. Immediate from the definition ofK-sequence andAK-embedded protocols.2

However, the range of additional dialogues that are enabledby this extra embedding is
maybe startling:

Proposition 21. The class ofAK-embedded protocols can generate dialogues which
include embedded dialogues at arbitrarily large levels of embedding.

Proof. SinceK dialogues are allowed to be embedded inA dialogues, we can keep
deepening the proof tree (if the knowledge bases of the agents suffice) by answering
everyassert(p) in aK dialogue with anA dialogue with subjectp, and then meeting the
assertion of one of the groundss of the argument forp with anK dialogue that begins
know(¬s). 2

In other words, the argument can now continue as long as the participants have some-
thing new to say.

Such dialogues now make a new kind of persuasion possible—A can proposep, B
can come up with an undercutter (attacking the grounds ofp), but this can then be over-
ruled by another argument fromA which is undefeated and undercuts the undercutter.
The proof tree for such a dialogue is given in Figure 5. However, despite the fact that
they support this new kind of persuasion,AK-embedded protocols still have significant
commonality withK-sequence dialogues:

Proposition 22. Consider two agents F and G, with databasesΣF andΣG. If F and
G engage in aK-sequence dialogue, their agreed conclusions will be a subset of their
agreed conclusions under aAK-embedded dialogue.

Proof. The result holds becauseK-sequence andAK-embedded dialogues start out in
the same way—they only differ in terms of assertions (which are the locutions that give
rise to agreed conclusions) once the dialogue gets to the first embeddedK-dialogue.
So whileAK-embedded dialogues may have agreed conclusions that aren’t achieved
by K-sequence dialogues, they will have all the agreed conclusions (which may be the
empty set of agreed conclusions) of theK-sequence dialogue up to that first embedded
K-dialogue.2

At this point it makes sense to ask whether we have a kind of monotonicity result
for AK-embedded dialogues that says, just as Proposition 19 does for K(p)-sequence



dialogues, that once both agents agree on a proposition, it remains agreed throughout
the dialogue. In fact, we can show the opposite of Proposition 19 for AK-embedded
dialogues:

Proposition 23. A dialogue between agents F and G under anAK-embedded protocol
can result in one agent changing the status of p and the other changing the status of¬p.

Proof. For this result we only need an existence proof. An instance occurs in following
scenario, or some symmetric variant. Before the dialogue,p is acceptable toF and¬p is
acceptable toG. F starts aK dialogue with subjectp and hasp as an acceptance result.G
has then changed status.G now has to getF to change the status ofp. It can’t do this by
asserting¬p, since it no longer has an acceptable argument for¬p, but it can now assert
someq (if there is such a proposition) that allowsF to create an acceptable argument for
¬p. If this q does not, so far asG knows, bear uponp or¬p, thenG remains convinced
of the acceptability ofp and both agents have changed status as required by the result.
2

This is a critical point, and it is worth considering it in more detail. As an example
of how we can have the kind of situation in the proof of Proposition 23, consider the
dialogue outlined in Figure 5. Consider further thatF starts the dialogue by stating
p, G challenges,F replies with{q → p, q} and so on. By the time that the dialogue
finishes with the statement of{s}, G has an acceptable argument forp and so changes
status. However, a later assertion byG (and such an assertion is not ruled out in an
AK-embedded dialogue),t, which is unrelated to the proof tree in Figure 5 provides the
final piece of a convincing argument fromΣF (and thus invisible toG) againstp. Then
F will change the status ofp.

Note thatt cannot be part of the chain of argument aboutp. If it were, if t was part
of the grounds for¬q, say, and also a crucial part of some argument againstp the rest
of which was only known toF, then this argument would also be an argument against
t and so be objected to byF. If it were able to causeF to find p not acceptable, then it
would also preventG changing the status of¬p.

The important thing that is happening here is that, unlike what happens in the sim-
ple dialogues we have been studying up until now, both agentsare making assertions
and then further assertions in their defence, and later assertions need not be directly
related—that is related in a way that is visible to both agents—to earlier ones. As the
commitment stores grow, the set of new arguments that both agents can make as a
result of the dialogue is growing, and, in particular, the non-overlapping part of this
is growing. As this happens, the non-monotonicity of the notion of acceptability is
coming to the fore. An obvious question then is, doesn’t Proposition 19 contradict
Proposition 23? Doesn’t the non-monotonicity of the agreedconclusions (they are non-
monotonic because they are determined by acceptability) mean that two agents can
have anK-sequence dialogue aboutp and obtain agreed outcomes that are not agreed
outcomes of anAK-embedded dialogue aboutp between the same two agents?

The answer is that the result of Proposition 19 holdsacross the course of the di-
aloguerather thanat the end of the dialogue. In other words, it is possible for those
agents to have anAK-embedded dialogue aboutp that ends up with a set of agreed out-
comes that do not include the agreed outcomes of aK-sequence dialogue aboutp, but



along the way they will have agreed on exactly the same outcomes, only to later reject
them when they considered additional information.

The notion that we have to consider results across the courseof the dialogue, and
so take the non-monotonicity of the agreed outcomes properly into account, will be the
focus of our future work.

6 Conclusions

This paper has extended the analysis of formal inter-agent dialogues in [14–16]. The
main contribution of this extension has been to begin to provide a meta-theory for such
dialogues based on structural classification, making it possible to establish results for
whole classes of dialogue protocol. This, in turn, allows usto classify the whole space
of possible protocols, establishing relations between them, and giving us ways of iden-
tifying good and bad classes. An early attempt in this direction was a second major
contribution of this paper—giving a more extensive analysis of the relation between
types of protocol and the outcome of dialogues under different protocols than has pre-
viously been possible [16].

In this paper we have only scratched the surface of the work that needs to be done
in this area. There are a number of future directions that we are taking. First, we are
deepening the analysis in this paper, extending the work to handle the notion of “across
the course of the dialogue”, and investigating other kinds of dialogue, such as the delib-
eration (in the terminology of [22]) dialogues [9]. Second,we are looking to strengthen
our meta-theory using techniques from dynamic logic [11], to come up with tools that
allow us to analyse dialogues in a way analogous to that in which dynamic logic is
currently used to analyse program correctness. From this perspective we can think of
each locution as a “program” in the usual program correctness sense, and then identify
the effect of combinations of these. Finally, we are developing a denotational semantics
for our dialogues using category theory [13]. This allows usto talk about properties of
dialogues at a very abstract level.
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